GENERAL LISTING OF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Available in
SMART Classroom

- INSPIRATION 8.0
- KIDSPIRATION 3.0
- INSPIREDATA
- EQUATION TILE TEASERS
- DISCOVERY SCIENCE SERIES 15 CD'S
- LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE HUMAN BODY
- LEARN ABOUT LIFE SCI SENSES
- LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE ANIMALS
- LEARN ABOUT LIFE SCI PLANTS
- MAPPING THE WORLD BY HEART
- FIZZ MARTINAS BLUE FALLS ELEM.
- MAPMAKERS TOOLKIT
- SCIENCE SEEKERS IMBALANCE 1-4
- LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE DINOSAURS
- LEARN ABOUT EARTH SCIENCE WEAT
- KEY SKILLS PHONICS MAST K-1
- KEY SKILLS PHONICS MAST GR 2-3
- KEY SKILLS VOCABULARY DEV

DVD’S and VIDEOS

Teaching Reading K-2: A Library of Classroom Practices
DVD - Entire Series

Teaching Reading K-2 Workshop
DVD - Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Teaching Reading 3-5 Workshop
DVD-R - Entire Series and Guide
Teaching High School Science
Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Social Studies in Action: A Teaching Practices Library, K-12
Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Rediscovering Biology: Molecular to Global Perspectives
DVD - Entire Series and Guide

Private Universe Project in Mathematics
DVD - Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Principles for Principals
Videos - Workshop

Mathematics Assessment: A Video Library, K-12
Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Looking at Learning…Again, Part 1
DVD-R - Entire Series and Guide

Learning Science Through Inquiry
Entire Series and Guide - DVD-R

Learning Math: Patterns, Functions, and Algebra
DVD - Entire Series

Learning Math: Number and Operations
Entire Series

Learning Math: Measurement
DVD - Entire Series

Learning Math: Geometry
DVD - Entire Series

Learning Math: Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability
DVD - Entire Series

Intimate Strangers: Unseen Life on Earth
VHS - Entire Series

Prime Time Math Cliffbound G6-7

Key Skills Phonics Mast K-1
Key Skills Phonics Mast GR 2-3

Key Skills Vocabulary Development

Key Skills Spelling & Phonics

Key Skills Basic Word Concepts

Key Skills Basic Number Con

Key Skills Addition & Subtract

Key Skills Multiplication Division

Key Skills Shapes, Numbers, Measurements

Reading for Meaning

Neighborhood Map Machine